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Upper Arkansas Regional Advisory Committee 

Meeting Notes 
 

 

Upper Arkansas Regional Advisory Committee Meeting 
1:00 pm, Tuesday, September 11, 2018 

Finnup Center for Education, Lee Richardson Zoo, Garden City, KS 

Members in Attendance:  

 

Others in attendance:  

Name Agency 

Jason Norquest GMD3 

Kevin Salter KDA-DWR 

Mike Meyer KDA-DWR 

Gary Boldt Public 

Kenny Sullivan KCC 

Mark Rude GMD3 

Randy Hayzlett KWA 

Greg Graff KWA 

Armando Zarco KWO 

Alexandra Geisler KWO 

 

Welcome and Introductions 
Titus Jaeger began the meeting at 1:02pm in the absence of the chairman, and with a large number of people in attendance 

he had everyone introduce themselves.  A quorum was present; ten of the thirteen committee members were present. 

 

Approval of Agenda 

Steven Hines requested that discussion on the ponds east of Lamar be added to the agenda.  Roy Dixon motioned to 

approve the agenda with the addition at the end under Other Business.  Steven Hines seconded; the motion passed and the 

agenda was approved with the addition.  

 

Review & Approval of May Meeting Notes 

Name  City  Category  Term  Present 

Fred Jones (Chair) Garden City, KS Public Water Supply (cc) 2021 Yes 

Michael MacNair Jetmore, KS Conservation/Environment (cc) 2019 Yes 

Kyle Nelson Holcomb, KS Industry/Commerce (cc) 2019 Yes 

Joe Jury Ingalls, KS Agriculture (cc) 2019 Yes 

Hugh Brownlee Syracuse, KS At Large Public (cc) 2021 No 

Ted Boersma Cimarron, KS Dairy 2021 No 

Roy Dixon Garden City, KS Agriculture Industry 2021 Yes 

Mike O’Brate Ingalls, KS Groundwater Management 2019 Yes 

Steven Hines Coolidge, KS Surface Water Irrigation 2021 Yes 

Titus Jaeger Lakin, KS Groundwater Irrigation 2019 Yes 

Ray Slattery Dodge City, KS Public Water Supply 2 2019 Yes 

Bill Simshauser Lakin, KS At Large Public 2 2021 No 

Monte Morgan Deerfield, KS At Large Public 3 2021 Yes 
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Titus Jaeger noted a correction needed on page 3 in the middle of the page where there is a statement from Mike Meyer 

that should be changed to Mike O’Brate.  A second correction was noted on page 5, a typo where Georgia is misspelled.  

Roy Dixon motioned to approve the minutes with the two corrections stated above.  Joe Jury seconded.  The May minutes 

were approved. 

 

RAC Operations & Planner Changes  
Alexandra Geisler from the Kansas Water Office announced that the planner changes within the office discussed at 

previous meetings have officially taken effect.  Richard Rockel has transitioned to a different position and will no longer 

be a planner for the region. Armando Zarco was hired on as the new KWO position stationed out in Garden City.  

Armando and Alexandra moving forward will be co-planners for all four of the western Regional Advisory Committees. 

 

Armando Zarco then took time to introduce himself and give an overview of his new role within KWO.   

 

Alexandra Geisler then reviewed the IPM document with committee members, pointing out specifically the attendance 

policy.  Moving forward attendance will be tracked and IPM enforced.  If a member cannot attend a meeting, even last 

minute, they need to inform either of the planners or the chairman ahead of time.  If there is a meeting or agenda item and 

a member wants to participate in the conversation but can’t be in attendance, it is possible to set up a conference call but 

this must be done in advance of the meeting.  When it comes to communicating and setting meeting dates, the members 

agreed that doodle polls are the best option.  To ensure KWO has the most up to date contact information Alexandra will 

be passing around a sheet later in the meeting for members to mark their preferred method of contact and fix any mistakes 

in their personal contact information.   

 

KWA Meeting Report 

Water Authority Member Greg Graff was in attendance and explained for the committee that the chairman of the Great 

Bend Prairie (GBP) gave a report from the RAC requesting a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the 

agencies and standard operation procedures (SOP) on how to implement Vision goals.  That particular committee he said 

had tried to work on identifying/mapping salt water disposal lines as stated in their goals.  They had trouble coordinating 

and getting help from state agencies.  This is what led to their request for a MOU between agencies and the SOP.  Randy 

Hayzlett, another KWA member pointed out the graphic that the GBP put together explaining the roles, including those of 

the RAC, in projects and Vision implementation.  When asked how the KWA responded to the request, Greg Graff 

answered saying that Tracy has agreed to work on an MOU and right now at least until more funding is received they are 

not looking at using or developing any SOP. 

 

The discussion then moved to the KWA Budget recommendations.  The committee reviewed the memo from the RACs 

budget webinar back at the end of July.  There were only two members who participated in the webinar and the only 

funding item brought up was Increased Aid to Conservation Districts, which was not included in the recommendation.  

Items of relevance to the region that were in the recommendations are Crop & Livestock Research, Irrigation Technology, 

and Water Technology Farms.  Randy Hayzlett went into further detail explaining that the State Water Plan is fee funded, 

and that the SGF/EDIF water transfer has not happened for years.  The legislature approved the transfer of 3.25 million 

from the State General Fund for FY 2019.  He added that when talking to legislatures make sure to tell them that KWA 

needs to have input on that SGF transfer. 

   

The State of the Resource (SOTR) Reports were officially released at the KWA meeting and will be discussed in further 

detail later.  Drought documents from the KWA meeting are in the meeting materials, and if anyone has questions on it 

they can direct those to either of the planners.   
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Update on Industry Outreach – Kyle Nelson 

Kyle Nelson gave an update on his industry outreach efforts.  He received excel files that he had requested from Richard 

Rockel at KWO to look at total combined water usage from industries in the region.  He acquired contact information for 

the top 19 users and sent a letter out encouraging them to go to available websites and contact him for information.  He is 

hoping to generate some interest and sharing of ideas, but so far has only received one response from Mark McGaughey 

from APC in Sublette.  Some common obstacles in trying to conserve water as an industry are rules and regulations that 

inadvertently make it more difficult to save water.  Another factor is that once an asset/machine/process is in place it is 

hard to modify and they have to continue to use it for the duration of its operating life.  This Fall Kyle would like to send a 

follow up letter informing these industries that the RAC is here to assist and recommend that they be involved and 

informed on water.  He thinks he would get better response with an email, but he only has a list of physical addresses to 

use.  Armando Zarco asked if there was any additional information needs, and Kyle said that getting each year’s data in 

order to look at usage trends and the impact of economic swings would be beneficial.  Armando agreed to look into 

getting Kyle the information on an annual basis.  Monte Morgan asked why ranches were showing up on the sheet that 

Kyle handed out showing industrial users in the region. Mike Meyer from KDA-DWR in Garden City explained that sand 

pits are classified as industrial which is why they are showing up on the list. 

 

Review of First Annual Bottom Line Conference 

Titus Jaeger gave an overview of the First Annual Bottom Line Conference held in Lakin at the Kearny County Fair 

Ground on August 22
nd

 & 23
rd

.  The subject of the meeting was profitability through soil and water conservation in a dry 

climate, and presenters from all over the country were brought in to speak on relevant topics such as erosion, water 

retention, animal impact on soil, cost vs. value of conservation practices, financial planning, and more.  There was great 

sponsorship for the event including KDA and other local agribusinesses.  Over 100 individuals attended the conference 

put together by the Kearny County Conservation District along with the help of other county districts.  Feedback was 

positive from both attendees and sponsors, and there will hopefully be more to come.  The Conservation District meets 

tomorrow and will discuss having another conference next year and whether or not they want to host one annually.  Titus 

encouraged everyone to attend any conferences held in the future. 

 

Water Technology Farm Field Days Review – Armando Zarco 

Armando Zarco from KWO provided an overview of the Water Technology Farms and recently held field days.  There are 

currently ten Water Technology Farms including three in the Upper Arkansas.  The Northwest Technical College 

Precision Agriculture Program in the Upper Republican is focused more on workforce development and has several 

participating producers and fields.  The two new farms in the Equus-Walnut Region are more water quality focused and 

are looking at reducing water usage to aid in slowing the destruction of their soil from chloride in the water.  Field days 

just finished up and there was a lot of variability in the attendance at different field days some having less than 20 and 

others with over 100 attendees.  Some of the farms are just on year one while other are on year three.  The cost for each is 

variable depending on what each producer wants to do.  Funding comes from KWO and a large number of other various 

sponsors.  If anyone knows of someone who is interested in trying to establish a technology farm put them in contact with 

Armando.      

  

Master Irrigators 

Alexandra Geisler from KWO informed the committee that a group from the state is going down to Texas within the next 

month to learn about the Master Irrigators program and whether or not something similar could be used in Kansas.  She 

will keep the committee updated and if something is developed for Kansas make sure the committee gets a chance to 

provide comments and input on it.   
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SOTR, Kansas RAC Presentation & Outreach Efforts  

Referencing the earlier conversation Alexandra from KWO added that the released reports can be found on the Water 

Office Website, and a hard copy has been provided for each member.  There are two additional items to discuss in relation 

to the reports; the first is the presentation put together the Kansas RAC, and the second is the infographic that goes along 

with the report.  The presentation was given to the chairs at a chair meeting in which Fred was in attendance.  His 

thoughts on it are that it is meant to work as an adult education piece, to be presented at various conservation meetings.  

The idea is to get outside the circle and expand base knowledge on what is going on with water as a resource, providing a 

picture of what we are dealing with.  The Committee has seen an older version of the presentation where Richard Rockel 

had adapted the content for the region.  Alexandra noted that she is working on adapting the new version with additional 

information from the SOTR Reports for each of the western RACs; and that it will take some time to complete as the 

dialog provided in the Kansas version is not applicable to the west and will have to be written from scratch. When she gets 

the presentation put together she will send it out to the committee for input and comments as it is meant to be used as a 

tool for them to conduct outreach in the region.    

 

The conversation turned to the infographic.  Titus Jaeger stated that he was personally offended by it and that he believes 

it demonizes irrigated agriculture.  He thinks that there should be information about the economy generated by irrigators, 

and that something about the economic impact should be included on the infographic.  There is a report he read by 

Bloomberg and when you focus in on Southwest Kansas it is the most intensively cropped region in the entire state, most 

of it done with groundwater irrigation.  The Upper Smoky Hill and Upper Republican Regions he explained are different 

because you can dryland crop, but in this region the soils are different, there is clay and sandy soil that respond well to 

irrigation.  A long discussion by the committee ensued on possible changes and additions that could be made to the 

infographic, including whether or not something about additional storage and sources of supply should be incorporated as 

well.  Greg Graff suggested adding something that showed the authorized acre/ft. vs. what is actually being pumped.  Kyle 

Nelson stated that we should be careful about trying to soft pedal the message, because if we do people may question if 

there is even a problem at all.  He also said it would be helpful to see a trend line on some of the numbers, Alexandra 

explained that such trends can be found in the SOTR document itself. 

 

In response to the continuing conversation Alexandra made several points regarding the purpose and creation of the 

infographics to help clear up any confusion.   

 There is only so much information that can fit on a one page infographic 

 The infographics are meant to accompany the SOTR Reports and should be water focused 

 The information on the infographic is all factual and pulled from the SOTR document 

 The infographics are not yet finalized and have not been posted on the website yet 

 Comments from today will be passed along but there is no guarantee any changes will be made 

The committee decided they would like to see an additional infographic that includes the type of information they want to 

see.  Alexandra said she would see if she can find something that has already been created and if not she can look into 

creating something for them.  Chairman Fred Jones also requested that she send out all 14 infographics and Reports so the 

committee has a chance to take a look at what has been put together for the other regions. Monte Morgan pointed out that 

there is an article in the Kansas Leadership Journal that has some of the information Titus wants to see, such as how much 

money irrigation agriculture brings to Kansas, jobs, etc.  He also stated that he has an issue with an article he read about 

Dwane Roth’s technology farm because it didn’t include how much rainfall was received.  In response Armando clarified 

that the information is included in the SOTR Report but that we cannot control what gets put out in the media. 

 

Titus moved that the RAC support infographics that promote positive water use in the region.  Roy Dixon seconded.  The 

motion passed. 
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The committee compiled a list of potential outreach opportunities: 

 GMD3 annual meeting (usually 2
nd

 Wednesday of March) 

 Conservation Districts 

 Governing Bodies – Pre-meeting topics 

 Possibly electric cooperatives 

 League of Kansas Municipalities – Statewide version 

 

RAC Focus & Open Discussion 

Alexandra from KWO passed the contact sheet around for members to look over, make any changes to their personal 

information, and if they want choose a preferred method of contact.  When asked if there were any changes they would 

like to see in communication from KWO or meeting location the committee members had no comments.  Alexandra gave 

details on some of the work she is doing internally at KWO to assist with tracking progress on projects, the Vision, and 

RAC Action Plans.  The committee was able to look at what has been put together for the Upper Arkansas on action plan 

progress.  It was decided that the RAC will go through the action plan progress at the next meeting, and that Alexandra 

will send out the information beforehand for members to look over.  In addition to the information already provided they 

would like to add items to it such as dates, resources needed, and other participating parties.    

 

Joint Meeting 

The idea was brought to the committee to have a joint meeting with the Cimarron RAC at the beginning of next year.  The 

planners need input on date, timeline, and agenda items from the members.  Roy Dixon said we should have it no later 

than January.  Armando brought up Sublette and Meade County as potential locations but the consensus seemed to be that 

Garden City would be the preferred location.  The RAC wants to go over the Cimarron goals at the next meeting and 

choose which goals between the two they would like to focus on at the joint meeting.  In addition the committee wants to 

know what other advisory committees are getting done that is tangible.  Joe Jury stated that one of the things that should 

be focused on and addressed is reductions in water use.  Greg Graff added that the RAC can reword or reprioritize goals 

and action items if needed. 

 

Agency Reports 

 

Mark Rude GMD3: Still working on trying to update the revised management program document.  Drafts the board 

adopted and put forward have received edits from the Chief Engineer and staff, so far there have been five or so stumbling 

block issues.  It is a new process to update a management plan document and the process is taking several years.  They 

have to receive the approval from the Chief Engineer first and then take it out to the members of the district.  Input from 

this committee is important to the action items in the management plan, and getting it updated and approved is the current 

priority.   

 

Vision items were identified that were not moving forward, and he has worked with Tracy Streeter on how to develop 

those and communicate effectively between the Water Authority and the Board.  The GMD was bumped from input on 

the Colorado issue, but they paid for a study on the effects of the development but this is more of a Cimarron issue.  The 

local groups are here for instances like these when the state can’t act.  Included in a letter to KWA in January is the 

contemplation of having resource meetings to increase public knowledge base on compact issues.  The Board has 

committed in both the Upper Arkansas and Cimarron to hold those this year.  The Cimarron National Grasslands could 

possibly be the location of the first one in late October or early November.  The intent is still to hold these meetings which 

will further implement Vision items. Titus asked if the District can demonstrate injury from the well development.  Mark 

answered saying that the engineering study can and has.  Lastly Mark has been invited to sit in on a joint legislative 

committee on water in Denver, Colorado on the 26th and hopes this will help develop some collaborative communication. 
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Mike Meyer KDA-DWR:  You should always try to look at the good & the bad, the infographic references the goals & 

shows other positive things.  It speaks to the goals in the progress it shows with WCA’s, Technology Farms, and 

conservation acres.  There will need to be an update on it every year to show the changes.  Right now there are seventeen 

WCA’s approved across the state, and eight of those are in the Upper Arkansas.  There are five additional WCA’s pending 

in the region and if they are approved there could be up to thirteen WCA’s in the Upper Arkansas alone; we are making 

progress in promoting conservation to extend and preserve.  The five pending plans encompass an additional 6,000 acres 

and over 700 acre/ft. of savings.  It has rained a lot in the region but there has been a lot of water use as well.  Penalties 

have gone up so be mindful of limits.  If you under pumped or need extra help getting through this year you can enroll in a 

MYFA up until December 31
st
.  There is no such thing as a warning anymore.  There are still late water use reports that 

they are trying to round up, and as of June it is $1000 for each missing report.  Most of those missing are not being used 

but some are, and there are about a dozen reports outstanding.  It is good compared to the total number of reports, but 

there is actually a larger number of missing reports this year compared to last even with additional fees and penalties.  

Mark Rude asked where the penalty money goes, and Mike said that he doesn’t handle that and doesn’t know.   

 

Other Business 

Public Comments – None 

 

Message to Kansas Water Authority –  

Steven Hines motioned for a letter to be sent to KWA requesting to make it a priority to seek additional sources of 

supply to augment the natural resources that we already have in the planning region.  Roy Dixon seconded.  The 

motion passed and Fred will write a letter to be approved by the committee at the next meeting.  In order to vote 

on it before the next Water Authority meeting in December the committee will meet in early December.  Greg 

Graff advised to include what is being done in the short term within the letter, and to try to get on the agenda for 

the December KWA meeting.   

 

Future Meetings –  

GMD3 Board Meeting – Wednesday September 12
th
 at 9am 

Next RAC Meeting – early December, will send out a doodle poll 

Joint meeting with Cimarron RAC – beginning of next year 

Governor’s Conference on the Future of Water in Kansas – November 13
th
 & 14

th
 in Manhattan 

 

Ponds East of Lamar –  

Steven Hines wants to know what the purpose is for the ponds built east of Lamar.  Kevin Salter KDA-DWR 

proceeded to provide a detailed explanation.  There has been a gravel permit on West Farm (east of Lamar), a 

longstanding permit that had not been exercised.  GP Aggregates utilized the permit and started a small aggregate 

pit mine.  Instead of paying replacement they put up a bentonite wall to cut the pits off from the aquifer.   

 

Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU) has a relationship with the Lower Arkansas Water Management Association 

(LAWMA).   As there are depletions in the river they can pump water out of the pit and put it back in the river.  

Water is exchanged upstream of John Martin Reservoir, and the compact only looks if it is below John Martin 

Reservoir.  Steven inquired about water quality.  The water quality impacts are unknown, but some higher quality 

water is being taken upstream.   

 

Adjourn  

Roy Dixon motioned to adjourn the meeting.  Michael MacNair seconded.  The meeting was adjourned at 3:52pm.  
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